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Abstract: A large literature on state-business relations in China has examined the political role
of capitalists and collusion between the state and the private sector. This paper contributes to that
literature, and our understanding of the internal differentiation among China’s business elites, by
documenting the emergence of a particular kind of large, non-state business group that we argue
is more akin to a mafia system than any standard definition of a firm. Drawing on large-N
descriptive data as well as deep ethnographic and documentary research, we argue that mafialike business systems share organizational principles (plunder and obfuscation) and means of
growth and survival (relations of mutual endangerment and manipulation of the financial
system). Understanding the particular moral economy that underlies mafia-like business systems
and their interactions with the state challenges methodological foundations of research on
China’s political economy and helps explain recent conflict between high-profile business people
and the state.
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In January of 2017, on the eve of the Chinese New Year celebrations, one of China’s
most famous financiers, Xiao Jianhua 肖建华, was taken from the Four Seasons hotel in Hong
Kong back to Mainland China. Although rumors circulated for the two years following his
capture that he would soon be brought to trial, he has yet to be charged or appear. Xiao was the
founder and controller of a large family of companies known as the “Tomorrow System”
(mingtian xi 明天系) and commonly imagined as the “banker to the ruling class,” allegedly
managing wealth of families at the highest level of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). 1 Xiao
had built a business empire that included stakes in 44 financial institutions (at its peak) and
thousands of affiliated firms through high-level connections forged as early as his college years
at Peking University, but, clearly, under Xi Jinping 习近平, his fortunes turned. His political
patrons, though they may have alerted him to his imminent arrest, were unable to protect him,
and many suspect that his long detention affords time for collecting information about Xiao and
his associates inside and outside the state before public charges are stated.
Xiao’s rise and fall, though dramatic, is not altogether unusual in contemporary China
and especially in the era of the resurgent party-state under Xi Jinping. Famous financiers
disappear from public view rather frequently; some resurface and claim they were simply
seeking solace in mountain meditation (as Li Yifei 李亦非, one of China’s most famous hedge
fund managers, said she had done in the middle of China’s 2015 stock market crisis) and others
offer no explanation and continue to lead their organizations (e.g. Guo Guangchang 郭广昌 of
Fosun, discussed below). Contrast Xiao and these contemporaries with Guo Wengui 郭文贵, the
fugitive billionaire who left China in August 2014 and has been in exile in a New York City
penthouse since 2017, speaking through news outlets and directly to followers via social media,
accusing wide swaths of China’s business and political elite of wrongdoing. Guo’s salacious
allegations received attention and scorn alike, but almost certainly implicated the careers of some
of China’s highest officials, including, rather ironically, Wang Qishan 王岐山, Xi Jinping’s top
anti-corruption czar, whom Guo accused of corruption. 2
Why do some political and business elites appear to regard each other as mutual threats,
and what does it mean for state-business relations in China? The answer requires a critical
examination of large private firms in China and their relationship to the state. This article focuses
on a specific type of large, non-state business group in China that we argue should be analyzed in
a category separate from those that typically populate political economic landscapes in China
and other developing countries. We argue that many of China’s largest non-state business
systems are more akin to mafia systems, or organized crime, than they are to other
conceptualizations of firms (i.e. entrepreneurs, small and medium enterprises, state-owned
enterprises, national champions, and so forth) or even business groups. 3 We provide some
systematic (large-N) and some ethnographic evidence to substantiate this bold claim. Mafia-like
business systems can be identified by two features of their organization (plunder and
obfuscation) and two means of growth and survival (relations of “mutual endangerment” within
firms and between firms and political elites and manipulation of financial systems).
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This analysis of mafia-like business systems contributes to debates about state-business
relations and the political role of capitalists in China. Generally, this literature has produced two
broad conclusions: first, that China’s capitalist class is internally differentiated, and second, that
cooperation between much of the capitalist class and the state has produced widespread
economic growth over the last several decades. 4 Scholars have generally not viewed capitalists
as a political threat to the party-state and have more recently sought to explain how massive
corruption can co-exist with, and even facilitate, productive economic growth. 5 Generally,
research has focused on small-scale capitalists, in part because the private sector was relatively
new and private firms had not yet scaled up to become large. The rise of large, mafia-like
business systems underscores the internal differentiation of China’s business class and, in doing
so, showcases a particular form of state-business relations characterized by mistrust and
acrimony that has negative consequences for both China’s economic and political stability.
A few words about conceptualization are in order before we proceed. First, in
characterizing certain large conglomerate firms as “mafia-like business systems,” we do not
mean that they are the actual mafia in the sense of organized groups who use violence to sell
protection or subnational groups whose control of force either challenges or substitutes for the
state. 6 Mafia-like business systems do not primarily wield violence as a tool of power, though
neither is it unheard of. Violence manifests in a few ways: suicides of system affiliates,
suspicious “accidental” deaths and occasional murders, and, most frequently, the use of state
violence—arrest, imprisonment, even kidnapping—to settle scores among system participants. 7
Further, mafia-like business systems, unlike the real mafia, use extortion and clandestine
activities to pursue legal business—e.g. finance, real estate, entertainment—rather than illegal
businesses, such as gambling, prostitution, or drug trafficking.
Rather, we identify these firms as more akin to mafia because of the centrality of
extortion: they obtain business resources such as state assets, land, credit, or prestige through
threat and unfair means, but threat is not one of violence executed by the firm itself but exposure,
incrimination and, by extension, the coercive power of the party-state. 8 Research on political
economies with emergent markets, for example post-Soviet Russia, has identified organized
crime as a particular solution to the problem of lack of rule of law and trust in markets, providing
protection where the law and social norms do not. 9 Mafia-like business systems in China
emerged in a similar context of limited formal property rights protection, but instead of using
thugs and violence to extort resources from the state and society, they manipulate a combination
of political relationships, corporate governance institutions, and the tools of financial capitalism.
In this sense, if post-Communist Russia featured “violent competition for the spoils of
Communism,” China’s mafia-like business systems are manifestations of the clandestine
competition for the spoils of Chinese capitalism. 10
The Organization of the Chinese Economy: A Macro Perspective
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Two kinds of firms sit at the apex of large hierarchies in the Chinese economy: central stateowned firms (SOEs) and large private firms with complex organizational structures. A mature
literature exists on the political economy of large state firms; this paper addresses large non-state
firms. 11
Outside of the “state sector,” how are Chinese firms organized? We sampled 400 firms
from a list of Chinese firms who had pursued a transnational merger or acquisition between 2001
and 2018, then collected corporate filings data on the 400 sampled firms, including ownership
structure, actual controller, legal representative, subsidiaries, investments, and so forth. 12 Figure
1 shows the distribution of actual controllers, once one follows the ownership structure and
layers to find a final controller. The majority of firms (64%) are owned by individuals, and 34%
owned by central or local SASACs. We found that 88% of firms in the sample have more than
one parent company or layer of ownership. The mean number of layers—how many parent
companies we had to look through to find an actual controller—was 3.51, with a very high
standard deviation: 7.09. The maximum number of parent companies was 63 (for China
Minsheng Investment Group 中国民生投资集团, discussed below), and the highest number of
layers in our sample was 11. For privately-owned firms in our sample, 69% of firms’ legal
representatives and actual controllers were not the same person.

ACTUAL CONTROLLER OF FIRMS
Local SASAC
15%

Others
2%

Central SASAC
19%
Individual
64%

Figure 1: Actual Controller of Firms

We then took the legal representatives as a population group and collected data on their
activities, including the number of companies they represented and, of those, how many were
11
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classified as “holding companies” and how many companies they held investments in (either
minority or majority stakes). These data are displayed in Table 1. Though the median number of
firms owned by an individual is 14, a high mean and standard deviation indicate a long tail,
meaning quite a few individuals appear linked to extensive networks of companies. Table 2
displays data on the number of subsidiaries (controlling stake) and invested companies (any
stake) by firms actually controlled by individuals. Here we see the median number of
subsidiaries and invested companies are 14.5 and 23 respectively, with a high standard deviation
of 46 and 68 respectively and the maximum up to 337 and 613, meaning that many firms in
China are clearly part of large, sprawling networks of firms connected through layers of
ownership. Note that these data require tracing ultimate parents through corporate filing, but
these data do not—and one cannot, without detailed work with close knowledge of people and
their families—show networks designed to be opaque, connected through obscure family and
friend relationships.
Table 1: Business activities of legal representatives (for non-state firms)

Companies for which person
is legal representative
Of those: Holding
Companies
Number of companies in
which invested
N=159

Median
14

Mean
41.97

75%
45

Std. Dev.
90.15

Max
858

5

11.31

10

35.57

411

2

3.63

5

5.32

50

75%

Std. dev.

Max

34
45

46.04
68.35

337
613

Table 2: Investments by firms with non-state individuals as actual controllers (# firms)

Median
Mean
Individual As Actual Controller (n=162)
Subsidiaries
14.5
29.87
Investments
23
41.01

The presence of large business systems in a political economy like China’s is not
surprising. A large literature argues that business systems develop in environments with poor
regulatory and other institutions as firms create backwards and forwards linkages and diversify
in order to internalize risk. 13 While some think of business groups as entrepreneurial in difficult
contexts and as a mostly temporary phenomenon, likely to disappear in crises or with
institutional maturation, others imagine these groups as a much stickier corporate form with a
more predatory relationship to society. 14
Many large business systems that have emerged in China over the last two decades are very
different from the firms that comprised China’s business landscape during the first two decades
of reform (1980s-90s) and constitute social systems with a distinct moral economy that requires
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interrogation. 15 We argue that they bear a greater resemblance to mafia systems than firms
organized to “maximize long-run profits” or even some other measure of the firm’s status within
the economy (e.g. revenues, market share). 16 Tania Murray Li, in discussion of Indonesian
plantations, describes a mafia system as “an extended, densely networked predatory system in
which everyone…must participate in order to get somewhere, or simply to survive. Predation
means plunder; it also means consuming weaker animals. Hence anyone who does not become
mafia—both defensive and predatory–is simply prey.” 17 Understanding Chinese business
systems as mafia systems helps resolve some of the more puzzling patterns of their behavior,
including their embrace of (some forms of) globalization, their dramatic interactions with
political elites, and wide variation in the fate of different groups under Xi Jinping’s resurgent
Chinese state.
Mafia-Like Business Systems in Organization and Practice
Our understanding of how these firms function—their organizational purposes,
operations, and principles—comes from an in-depth look at the systems and their participants. In
the remainder of the article, we relay findings from interviews with system participants—
employees of business systems, those on the periphery of systems who frequently interact with
them, and regulators who have, especially recently, sought to rein in the systems and disrupt their
relations with political elites—as well as documentary evidence from the Chinese media and
from research with corporate filings. We refrain from listing companies we characterize as mafia
firms or attempting to draw a bright line between mafia firms and “normal” large, non-state
conglomerates in China. As we elaborate below, mafia-like business systems are defined as
much by their internal practices and cultures as their outwardly visible organization and actions,
and their activities are clandestine by design. Comprehensively identifying these firms would
require deep ethnographic research within all of them. Here, we relay insights from fieldwork
and detailed document work with a few systems, but focus on the practices and features common
across groups.
Moreover, as Tania Li’s above description connotes, mafia systems do not have defined
borders. To interact with systems designed to plunder and that both threaten and protect is to be
pressed into the system, voluntarily or not. The presence of large mafia-like systems has become
a feature of China’s political economy more broadly, a phenomenon all political economic
players must navigate rather than isolated practices cordoned off from the “legal” or mainstream
economy. Table 3 captures the basic features of mafia-like business systems, which we
conceptualize as a subtype of business groups more generally. Mafia-like systems also exhibit
the basic features of business groups (column A), but most business groups do not feature the
organizational characteristics of mafia-like systems (column B). The remainder of the article is
organized to discuss the specific and interrelated features of mafia business system organization
(plunder and obfuscation) and means of survival (mutual endangerment and manipulation of the
financial system).
15
Granovetter states business groups can constitute “social systems in which participants have a strong sense of
moral obligation to other members and a well-defined conception of what is proper behavior. Such conceptions are
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Table 3: Features of Mafia-like Business Systems

Objective

Organizational Structure
Internal relations
Relations with political
elites

A. Large Business
Groups
Revenues, profits through
rent-seeking
Conglomerate or group; some
pyramidal
Interpersonal trust
Patron-client relations

B. Mafia-like Business
Systems
Personal wealth of
shareholders / controllers
through plunder
Web-like, obfuscated
Interpersonal threat
Mutual endangerment

Plunder
Mafia-like business systems are organized to plunder, or to facilitate resource capture and
basic theft, mostly of social and public resources. Business groups in many places pursue the
capture of rents, for example monopolies on licenses, pet projects, and favorable access to
financial capital, but plunder is a step beyond rent-seeking because it involves theft. Mafia
systems do not just pursue rents as a sort of “non-market strategy” to enhance corporate
performance; rather, they are organized to facilitate the flow of public resources into private
coffers, mostly with any productive activity as epiphenomena. 18 The practice of plunder is
replicated within the organizational hierarchy. Employees and managers that do not take
advantage of and exploit their positions, for example by taking cuts of transactions or wielding
information against others to extract personal benefits, find themselves exploited, weakened, and
nonetheless compromised by the system such that they come to defend and perpetuate it in order
to survive.
Plunder was present at inception for many of the private business systems that rose to the
apex of the Chinese economy between 2004 and 2014. In the period between the late 1980s and
the late 1990s, many local governments were under pressure to improve the bottom lines of their
state-owned enterprises or to privatize them. 19 In practice, many sought private partners to
provide capital to and manage these enterprises. For example, a firm that dominates a large
inland province in China began when provincial authorities invited a private entrepreneur to take
a large stake (between 40 and 49%) in a provincially-owned pharmaceutical company. That
company then borrowed heavily from state banks in the mid-to-late 1990s to buy, at deeply
depressed prices, other, smaller provincial and municipal enterprises in related and unrelated
industries. The larger parent company then borrowed more extensively, using the assets of
subsumed companies (especially land) as collateral, right up until the moment of privatization,
which also occurred stealthily. Rather than buying a majority stake in the company outright,
several of the entrepreneur’s family members bought small stakes through holding companies,
allowing the central owner control rights. 20 This kind of “stealth privatization”—taking control
18
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of state assets, accessing preferential state loans, and then privatizing these assets without public
notice but with informal political support—was widespread.
A pervasive uncertainty about the political legitimacy and therefore longevity of these
businesses affected the evolution of what would become large business systems. Insecurity
generated short time horizons for owners and managers, and those short time horizons are
reproduced within the organization’s hierarchy. One person close to the managing family of a
system put it this way:
“In the early days, they didn’t know what would happen to their investments, so they
took every opportunity they could. If a friend was in a high position at a bank, they would
borrow because who knows what would happen tomorrow. So, for me, I could also lose
my job anytime! So I took every opportunity to get rich. Get rich today, because
tomorrow, you don’t know.” 21
This participant went on to describe his strategies for “getting rich today,” which included
bringing his own extended family members into investments and purchases, steering contracts
toward friendly firms for clandestine kickbacks, and inflating the prices of subcontracts within
the organization and outside of it to pocket the money for himself.
The internal replication of the plunder principle creates an organization in which every
participant expects to get a “cut” along the way. Indeed, a typical deal proceeds in this way.
When crony firms borrow from banks, they do so through an “introductory contact” (jieshao ren,
介绍人), who then takes a small fee, usually a percentage of the loan volume. All parties, then,
have incentives to inflate deal prices—loan officers and introducers, who get a cut, and
borrowers, who enjoy access to cheap credit because of their political connections and the
structure of China’s financial system. 22
The rapid rise and fall of the China Minsheng Investment Group (CMIG) illustrates the
plunder principle as it applies to relations within mafia systems and between them and the state.
CMIG is a nominally privately-owned and managed firm with significant state backing and
formal approval from the State Council to become the “J.P. Morgan” of China by investing in
industrial upgrading. 23 In 2019, CMIG had 62 shareholders, 57 of which held two percent or less
and only one more than four percent. That one shareholder, which held 16.91% of CMIG in
March 2019, was a shell company owned and controlled by CMIG’s management team. The idea
behind the dispersion of the shareholders was to preserve the independence of the company’s
management, a model borrowed from China Minsheng Bank, a major privately-owned bank
where CMIG’s founding chairman, Dong Wenbiao 董文标, had spent most of his career. Within
five years of its establishment in 2014, CMIG had accrued over 300 billion RMB in debt, mostly
financed by state banks and entered state receivership. 24
Pathologies in the management and organization of CMIG, ones explained by the plunder
principle, contributed to the company’s debt burden and failure. CMIG was characterized by a
culture of risk-taking and informal relationships. According to interviews, the company’s
21
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operational mode was more “do it first and ask later” (先弄了再说) and “mutual enrichment”
(一起吃肉, literally “eating meat together”) than careful assessment of investment opportunities
and professional management of capital. The company culture was also described as “fly-bynight family culture” (jianghu dage wenhua 江湖大哥文化), connoting a kind of familial
relationship among grifters. 25 Almost all of the shareholders in CMIG and the executive team are
personally connected to Dong Wenbiao. Dong and his inner circle served the function that a
central family usually does in most mafia systems. As one analyst put it, “The shares of the
CMIG are too scattered. No one really cares about the company’s money, nor does it care
whether a project is really making money.” 26
In its five short years, CMIG’s principals practiced organized plunder with the state’s
resources, likely applying practices honed through years of participation in other mafia systems.
Almost all of the group’s activities were either related-party transactions or high-profile wastes
of the state’s resources in feigned efforts to invest in strategic sectors. For example, some private
firms first invested a few billion RMB to become CMIG’s shareholders. Then, subsidiaries of
CMIG later awarded projects and contracts at inflated prices to firms affiliated with those
shareholders, including transactions that appear to only provide use of CMIG’s assets for
individual executives associated with shareholding firms. 27 Many more of CMIG’s individual
shareholders pledged their shares to banks to acquire more loans, including in foreign
currencies. 28
How did CMIG devolve into organized plunder and self-dealing essentially at its inception,
especially as the company was vested with political importance at a time of precarious statebusiness relations in China, during which, one might imagine, this kind of risk-taking would be
especially costly? The company’s principals combined a learned culture of organized plunder
with access to tremendous state resources. Once it became clear that some of CMIG’s
shareholders were self-dealing and many of its executives engaged in self-enrichment at the
expense of the firm’s future, no one had any incentive to defect from the arrangement. Instead,
the plunder accelerated while state resources—credit, prestige of the company’s name, political
untouchability—were still accessible.
Obfuscation
Secrecy and obfuscation underlie the organization of mafia-like business systems. As the
above data show, many large systems have sprawling connections among firms and are tied to
shareholders whose identities are obscured by design. Recent research has endeavored to show
the value of political connections in China, for example examining political connections among
board members, how political events affect company valuations, and how formal political
positions of business people affect their companies and property rights. 29 Yet we know from
widespread forensic reporting that political elites are connected to business empires through
hidden relationships that are nearly impossible to uncover and track systematically. Mafia
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systems in particular feature tortuous paths of connection within firms, between firm assets and
their actual controllers, and between firms and their political patrons.
In addition to layers of corporate organization, many mafia systems are controlled by a
person or family who operates behind the scenes. Take Xiao Jianhua’s Tomorrow system as an
example. A major strategy of the Tomorrow system was to “hide and disperse” (yinbi + fensan
隐蔽+分散), which means that major personnel, assets, subsidiaries, and social networks are
managed to be obfuscated, even to its internal employees. As early as 2004, Xiao and his wife
systematically hid all of their positions within the system, resigning from affiliated firms as
supervisors and not listed as direct shareholders. To control his empire, Xiao built and controlled
a large management team, and cultivated dependence on himself. Xiao’s team had over a
hundred people who were capable and loyal to Xiao, many of whom started following Xiao in
the 1990s. To ensure Xiao’s own authority, directors were ordered to rotate among Tomorrow’s
sub-systems (e.g. listed firms, banks, securities, insurance) to prevent the formation of factions
within the Tomorrow system. 30
Secrecy itself generates important implications for state-business relations. Secrecy, as
economists have recognized, has distortionary effects on political economies: political elites
design institutions and policies to maximize their potential for capturing value, and elite circles
are closed to newcomers, stymieing reform and innovation. 31 Secrecy also has an important
political effect because it imbues information with political value; both political elites and
economic elites hold information about corrupt dealings that could potentially be used to
discredit or endanger others.
Obfuscation further facilitates plunder, for example through hidden related party transactions.
These transactions facilitate both “tunneling” (transferring assets and profits out of firms to
benefit the controlling shareholders and expropriate minority shareholders) and inflating balance
sheets of firms to borrow from financial institutions. 32 The Tomorrow system, for example,
adopted a strategy of “distancing related party transactions” (guanlian jiaoyi fei guanlianhua 关
联交易非关联化) through shadow firms and labyrinthine corporate structures. In 2008,
Tomorrow’s two listed firms, Shanghai Ace 爱使股份 and Tomorrow Tech 明天科技, bought
Ronglian 荣联, a non-listed, Inner Mongolian local company with net assets of 14.8 million
RMB. At the time, Ronglian had only one doomed project with no future prospects. However,
Tomorrow’s two listed firms invested 810 million RMB in that company, an amount that was
fifty-four times Ronglian’s net assets. It was reported that the Inner Mongolian company was
highly likely to be a firm within the Tomorrow system, though its parent companies (also nonlisted) had no shareholding connections with the Tomorrow system. 33 In this way, Tomorrow
Group was able to raise funds from investors on China’s stock markets and then transfer that
money to unlisted firms, essentially expropriating minority investors.
Mutual Endangerment

30
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Mutual endangerment is a pattern of relations by which participants hold one another
hostage with mutually incriminating information. Within mafia systems, participants are initiated
by being enmeshed in illicit dealings, ensuring that they remain loyal to the system for fear of the
system’s downfall producing their own. Like plunder, mutual endangerment characterizes
systems’ relations with political elites inside the state and within the organization. Mafia systems
invest in relationships with political elites because, as the literature predicts, they benefit from
privileged access to state resources, but also because those relationships are insurance that the
state will refrain from disciplining them. 34 In this sense, mutual endangerment is not simply
patron-client relations, nor does closeness to political elites signal mutual trust. Its logic is to
implicate and threaten, and typically entails implicating as many factions and families as possible
so as to widen the net of the system’s protection. Mutual endangerment, then, involves webs of
interlocking and competing loyalties rather than hierarchical and exclusive relations of
patronage. 35
Mutual endangerment, plunder, and obfuscation create a vicious cycle: participants are
incentivized to remain invested in the system, but have no incentives to invest in productive
activities and instead channel their activities toward capturing resources for themselves.
Information about mutual wrongdoing is weaponized. One participant’s knowledge of another’s
illegal or corrupt activities allows them to extract bargains for themselves, which they are easily
impressed into doing. One cannot easily leave the system. Once a participant has knowledge
about the system’s inner workings, his knowledge is valuable and those within the organization
would rather incorporate him further into the system, investing him in its success, than risk his
knowledge being used against them.
Systematic empirical research on the connections between political elites and mafia firms
is difficult to compile for obvious reasons. In addition to secrecy, mutual endangerment entails
web-like relationships with many political elites and factions, which makes the dominant
methodology of measuring the impact of political ties—looking at the effects of events featuring
specific elites 36—less than illuminating. The onset of Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign has
brought about tremendous changes in the balance of power and existential uncertainties that have
led both political and economic system participants to betray one another. Firms dependent on
political ties feared the downfall of their patrons, and so made haste to access state resources
while their access routes remained open. They hoped to establish sufficient international assets
and name recognition to raise the political and financial costs of targeting them domestically.
The campaign and the fall of high-level officials have also provided a chance to understand the
relationships between mafia systems and some elites.
One example comes in the fall of Xiang Junbo 项俊波, the former chairman of the China
Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC), who was sentenced to eleven years in jail in 2020
after being dismissed from public office and expelled from the Party in 2017. Xiang presided
over a tremendous expansion of the insurance sector between 2011 and 2017, especially
expanding the number of licenses issued to firms to deal in financial insurance products. Looser
regulations and political connections encouraged many firms to use insurance sector companies
34
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35
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to raise funds that were used in complex financial maneuvers that ultimately generated risks for
savers and investors. Xiang was accused “colluding with financial predators,” who “hunted”
Xiang and other officials in the financial sector. 37 Xiang was linked especially to Anbang, which
became the third largest insurance company within two years from 2014 to 2016, and whose
chairman bragged about his access to Xiang and was arrested a few months after Xiang’s fall. 38
Mutual endangerment explains why mafia systems fare so differently, even in the context of
a strong leader and resurgent state targeting corruption and systemic risk. Take four firms—
HNA, Fosun, Wanda, and Anbang—named as “systemic risks” under investigation for the
financing of their overseas deals in June 2017. 39 By February 2018, the CCP had nationalized
Anbang and jailed its chairman, Wu Xiaohui 吴小晖, on charges of fraud. Fosun’s chairman, the
charismatic Guo Guangcheng, referred to by many as China’s “Warren Buffet,” was detained by
police several times in the winter of 2015, reportedly to “assist,” likely involuntarily, with Xi’s
anticorruption campaign. Interviewees noted that Anbang was the smallest of the four, making it
the easiest to take down without systemic repercussions. 40 Many suspect that the other firms still
have patrons in high places or damaging information about current political elites, preventing the
state from disciplining them in meaningful ways. A mafia-like business system, then, both
endangers and protects its participants, inevitably folding them into a system of clandestine and
threatening relationships but then ensuring they are protected from legal and political
ramifications as long as they are loyal to the right people.
Manipulation of the Financial System
Literature on organized crime in comparative perspective emphasizes institutional lacunae
and lack of trust as conditions that facilitate the growth mafia systems, some of which die out
with institutional change while others sublimate into capitalist economic elites. 41 In early reform
era China, the property of entrepreneurs was not protected by the rule of law but through
informal political connections with mostly local-level officials. Because of the symbiotic
relationship between local non-state business and local officials and the strength of the partystate’s monopoly on the use of force, violence did not figure prominently in China’s transition.
Mafia-like business systems arose in particular with the expansion of financial markets in China,
as regulatory lacunae permitted and political relationships protected racketeering and extortion in
equity markets and China’s banking system. Rather than guns or thugs, Chinese mafia-like
business systems employ the technology of modern corporate organization and finance to extort
social resources, obscure their activities, and enrich themselves at the expense of other
stakeholders.
As the Chinese financial system has expanded to include more non-state firms in both equity
(stock exchanges) and debt markets (bank borrowings and corporate bonds), plunder has
manifest in financial schemes that have shaken the stability of China’s economy and public trust
in firms and markets. And as Chinese firms have gone global in the last decade or so, so have
schemes of mafia-like system firms. Take the case of China’s supposed answer to Starbucks,
Luckin Coffee, which is part of Lu Zhengyao (Charles Lu, 陆正耀)’s Shenzhou system (神州系)
37
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that started in the 1990s as many government officials were “jumping into the sea” of business
and state-owned firms were undergoing ownership reforms. 42 Lu was aided by a senior official
in Beijing in acquiring the majority of China Telecom’s Beijing business and introduced to
domestic and foreign financiers. Luckin Coffee was headed by Jenny Qian 钱治亚, who started
as Lu’s assistant and worked in the Shenzhou system for thirteen years. Shenzhou seemed
perennially close the edge of financial ruin, requiring rescue by investors, and relied on a method
of price cutting and rapid expansion in nearly every business it entered.
Luckin company refreshed a record for speed of IPO, listing on the Nasdaq within 18
months of founding in 2017. By early January 2020, Luckin was valued at 10.6 billion USD. By
the end of that same month, however, a famed American short-seller tanked the company’s stock
by announcing it had received an anonymous report about the company’s fraudulent revenue
reporting declaring it a “fundamentally broken business.” 43 Luckin eventually announced it had
discovered an extensive fraud, blaming its COO for fabricating and inflating sales. Behind the
scenes, however, Jenny Qian, Charles Lu and others seemed prepared for the company’s fall.
Luckin’s directors, executive officers, and major shareholders—including Jenny Qian and
Charles Lu, who pledged 47% and 30% respectively—had pledged shares for cash for an
estimated total of 2.5 billion USD among them. International investors will likely fail to recover
funds from Luckin and its principals because of the company’s complex ownership structure that
leaves ownership of its assets in a Chinese firm even as it raises capital in foreign markets. 44
Other firms have taken advantage of regulatory lacunae to acquire financial firms or exploit
financial markets to self-deal. Since the early 2000s, financial regulation has been divided into
different peak agencies with jurisdiction over three separate sectors (insurance, securities, and
banking). In practice, mafia-like business systems have exploited the lack of oversight to pursue
licenses in different sectors and elaborately leverage financial positions to exploit investors
(stock market investors and private equity investors) and savers (through access to banks).
Anbang, for example, funded its aggressive domestic and international expansion efforts by
selling investment products to Chinese savers. The products offered higher returns than low
domestic bank deposit rates but questionable risk coverage, and Anbang regularly exceeded
quotas and skirted regulations thanks to its high-level political connections. 45 Anbang had
financial relationships with hundreds of investment companies, taking large or small positions in
firms which, in turn, would then reinvest in Anbang’s own firms through several layers of
partnership. 46
Most mafia-like systems have a few listed firms. Those firms are, in reality, controlled by the
system in such a way to obscure the fact of concentration of shareholder power to reassure
minority investors. Public market transactions among (obscured) related parties are a primary
means through which mafia-like systems exploit the financial system. A common strategy is to
use shadow firms to gain obscured control of financial firms, which are then used to finance
more self-dealing and expansion. This was the case with Tomorrow Group’s Baoshang Bank,
which was 89.27% owned by Tomorrow Group through combined holdings of dozens of
42
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shareholders. The bank then loaned over 150 billion RMB to over 200 shell companies registered
by Tomorrow Group, all of which were non-performing when the state seized Tomorrow’s
assets. 47 Like for CMIG and Anbang, the state eventually assumed the financial burden of
unwinding mafia systems.
The state’s assumption of the burden was not unpredictable; the CCP has long proven itself
intolerant of financial risk and instability, and such an intolerance combined with political
protection has led mafia-like systems to assume risk with impunity. When Tomorrow Group fell,
almost the entire Inner Mongolian banking regulatory apparatus, including retired officials, came
under investigation. Like Xiang Junbo, these officials were said to have been “willing to be
hunted” by “financial predators” who both threatened and protected them. 48 Mafia-like business
systems tend to disperse their financial dealings widely among financial institutions. Just as
mafia-like systems pursue connections with a diverse array of political elites, relationships with
many financial institutions enables systems to both hide their assets and debts and tie the
fortunes of financial institutions to their own. Table 4 displays data on the bonds issued in
China’s domestic bond market between 2004 and 2017, collected from corporate filings, for
three conglomerate systems (HNA, Fosun, and Anbang) we have discussed in the paper. As the
table shows, each firm involved many banks and securities firms as they entered debt markets,
bring a wide array of institutions into their orbit and exposing many large financial firms to the
mafia-like systems’ risky activities.
Table 4: Corporate Bonds for Select Firms, 2004-2017

Banks involved

47
48

HNA
174 bonds
157 billion RMB

Fosun
97 bonds
125 billion RMB

Anbang
22 bonds
27.3 billion RMB

China Everbright Bank
CITIC Bank
Shanghai Pudong Development
Bank
Bank of China
Bank of Communications
Hengfeng Bank
China Development Bank
China ExIm Bank
China Construction Bank
China Merchants Bank
Agricultural Bank of China

Shanghai Pudong Development
Bank
CITIC Bank
China Everbright Bank
Agricultural Bank of China
Industrial and Commercial Bank
of China
China Construction Bank
Bank of China
Bank of Communications
Industrial Bank
Bank of Beijing
China Merchants Bank

Shanghai Pudong Development
Bank
CITIC Bank
China Construction Bank
Bank of China
Minsheng Bank
Bank of China
Bank of Communications
Bank of Beijing

Peng and Han 2020; Zhou 2020.
Zhou 2020; Wu 2020.
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Securities Firms
involved

Total Financial
Institutions involved

China Securities Co.
Morgan Stanley Huaxin Securities
Sino-German Securities
UBS Securities
Haitong Securities
China Galaxy Securities
Shenwan Hongyuan Securities
First Venture JPMorgan Chase
Securities
China Development Bank
Securities
Ping An Securities
Jianghai Securities
Great Wall Securities
Haitong Securities
Bohai Securities
26

China Merchants Securities
China Securities
Debon Securities

China Securities Co.
Everbright Securities

14

9

Source: Bond prospectuses collected through WIND database and the National Association of
Financial Market Institutional Investors.

Those within the financial system with ties to mafia-like firms were, whether they desired
to be or not, participants in the mafia-like system. Even if they benefitted little or not all
personally from illicit activities, they had few incentives to report or sanction them, and instead
sought ways to maximize their own benefits while watching others plunder. In 2016-2017, as the
Xi administration trained its sights on financial risks, alarmed by levels of corporate debt, the
focus was not just on the firms who had borrowed incredible sums at low rates from domestic
financial institutions, but also on the regulators and lenders who made it possible. In April 2017,
Premier Li Keqiang 李克强 urged a “crack down” on the banking, insurance, and securities
sectors, urging “relentless punishment” for internal supervisors and managers who “collude with
major players” to commit fraud and self-dealing (e.g. lending to shareholders). 49
Conclusion
We have argued that certain large conglomerate firms in China share organizational
features and economic and political practices that render them closer to organized crime
syndicates than “firms” in a market economy. We have identified “mafia-like business systems”
as firms that are organized to obfuscate and to facilitate plunder of state and social resources and
engaged in relations of “mutual endangerment” with political elites. We have also argued that
these systems have systematically manipulated financial systems in China and, increasingly,
abroad, in efforts to extort capital in pursuit of short-term gains. These mafia-like business
systems are not actual mafia—i.e. they do not threaten and use violence or challenge the state’s
monopoly on the use of force—but the widespread extortion, clandestine activity, and use of
political threats (of exposure) make them a close analogy.
We do not analogize these business systems to mafia organizations to be provocative or
to malign, but rather to illuminate the political pathology of fraudulent, illegal, and corrupt
business practices. To be sure, fraud and bad faith business practices can emerge almost
anywhere, but the scale, prevalence, and nature of mafia systems in China cry out for analysis
49
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and explanation in a way that embeds the phenomenon in China’s particular political economy.
This article has not systematically accounted for the emergence of these systems in a way to
identify the causal forces that produce them, but we have identified features of the Chinese
system—including regulatory lacunae, a lack of formal means of property protection, and
pervasive uncertainty—that seem to facilitate the rise of mafia systems. None of these features is
particularly surprising, but nonetheless more research is necessary to understand the timing and
particular paths of growth mafia systems pursued.
Here, we suggest three implications of viewing some large business systems as mafia
firms and of the specific features we identify. First, the presence of sprawling firm systems with
obfuscated relations within the systems and between the systems and the state complicates many
assumptions and methods in the study of China’s political economy. A good deal of quantitative
work on firms treats them as independent units, yet many of them are anything but. Moreover,
most work attempts to explain firm behavior assumes that firms rationally pursue profits or
revenues. Recognizing mafia firms means we must acknowledge an altogether different set of
logics, including the pursuit of safety amid relations of mutual endangerment.
Second, mafia-like business systems occupy a politically consequential space in statebusiness relations in contemporary China. For much of the early reform era, the private sector
was described as “co-opted” because the party-state’s and entrepreneurs’ interests were mutually
aligned. As scholars have recognized, however, co-optation has limits: business elites will
support the party-state when it is in their interests to do so, but business elites are heterogeneous
and their support is not unconditional. 50 The phenomenon of mafia-like business systems lays
bare that “close” or “cozy” relationships between political and business elites can be
fundamentally unstable, rather than a source of resilience for the regime. Mafia-like business
systems are products of acrimonious relationships between business and the state, not friendly
ones; certainly, political and business elites have found common cause in mutual enrichment
through privileged access to public resources, but these elements of the private sector can indeed
pose a significant threat to the regime’s stability in a number of ways, such as revealing
compromising information, generating financial or economic instability, capital flight, defection,
and migration.
Lastly, these firms are inextricably related to the development of the Chinese domestic
and global financial systems over the last two decades or so. Plunder, obfuscation, and mutual
endangerment were not invented by large conglomerate firms; research on the moral economy of
China’s entrepreneurs has long documented complex webs of interconnection, anxiety, and
criminal activity in state-business relations. 51 The mafia firms we describe here are different
because of their enormous scale and the systemic influence within Chinese politics and in the
domestic and even global economy. Such a scale would not be possible without the opportunities
presented by the edifice of a modern financial system, namely the expansion of stock markets,
diversification of forms of corporate finance, and the widespread adoption of corporate
organizational tools. Adopting the technology of modern finance and corporate organization
without the accompanying legal foundations allowed mafia firms to appropriate that technology
for a very different set of purposes than generating sustainable prosperity in the Chinese
economy. Adept at navigating China’s domestic financial system, Chinese mafia firms then
turned their attention to adopting the tools of global capital flows: transnational mergers and
acquisitions, complex offshore accounting schemes, and so forth. In this sense, mafia-like
50
51
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business systems are not simply features of a transitional post-Communist system but rather
creatures of China’s unique configuration of capitalism.
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